








 

 

 

Libby Langdon’s IMC Virtual Showhouse Living Room 

Overall Design Description  

The jumping off point for my living room design came from the Phillip Jeffries Flight emerald wallpaper with the cranes and deep teal 

color. When I saw this wallpaper I knew it would be a dynamic design statement and the possibilities for the design would be endless! It 

was important to incorporate different styles, materials, and finishes so it could balance the boldness of the paper. I wanted to create special 

moments in the room that related to the color and finish selection, so I used items in pale blush pink, hot pink and soft cream.  Using one 

bold statement determines the direction of the overall scheme and adding so many small special design touches like the gold wallpaper on 

the ceiling, stylish accessories and accent pieces helps to round it out.  It’s fun to create rooms that are inviting and comfortable but to 

design a space that’s striking and dramatic can be even more fun! 

 

Product Descriptions 

A&B Home Items 

1• Atticus Bust - The atticus bust is a fabulous and timeless tabletop accessory that brings texture and patina to any room.  

2• Lucent Obelisk Small or Large– These glass sculptural pillars are so lovely! They stand as architectural pieces and I love when 

they’re paired with two different sizes.  

 

Annie Selke 

3• Find Your Mantra: Inspire and Empower Your Life With 75 Positive Affirmations – coffee table book  

4• Handpicked: Simple, Sustainable, and Seasonal Flower Arrangements – coffee table book 

5• How To Breathe: 25 Simple Practices For Calm, Joy, and Resilience – coffee table book 

https://www.abhomeinc.com/
https://www.codarus.com/partners/annie-selke-companies/


 

 

6• Magenta Shimmer Velvet Decorative Pillow – This pillow adds an additional element of glamour into a sophisticated space while 

still giving it a fun feel.  

7• Patina Velvet Juniper Decorative Pillow – I adore the quilted stitching on this rich accent pillow. It allows for bringing in more color 

and subtle texture into a space.  

 

Arteriors  

8• Jak Bar Cart – The Jak bar cart is the perfect size for any space. The contrast between the antique brass and black glass elevate the 

overall design. What is better than it being on casters for full mobility? Showcase this bar cart at your next dinner party; grab a drink and 

cheers with friends and family!  

9• Kilpatrick Tall Cabinet – The Kilpatrick Cabinet is a bold piece! I love the mixed materials used in the design from the burnished 

gold leaf door fronts to the brass hardware. It is truly stunning and what takes it to the next level is the thoughtful foot leveler design 

element. It’s a traditional silhouette reimagined.  

10• Pearson Floor Lamp – I absolutely adore the clean angles and fusion of materials of the Pearson Floor Lamp! The gold finish and 

marble base give this piece elegance, and the crisp white shade with metal detailing helps soften the light. Not only is the lamp functional 

but a subtle sculptural piece as well!  

 

Bassett Mirror  

11• Fredrick Wall Mirror – Are you looking for ways to spruce up an empty wall or bathroom? The Fredrick wall mirror will do just 

that! The mirror has a fresh new take on the classic Greek key, adding depth and interest to any wall!  

 

Bungalow 5 

12• Coral Small Bowl – The coral small bowl is a great accessory to have! I love the compact size of it and the functionality it has. You 

can simply place it on a shallow console or cocktail table for some flair.  

13• Jasper Square Jar – The green trellis design on the Jasper square jar pops against the stark white, which makes this accessory 

striking! I love how the design is so seamless from every side.  

https://www.arteriorshome.com/?_ga=2.57630314.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555
https://www.bassettmirror.com/?_ga=2.167556094.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555
https://www.bungalow5.com/?_ga=2.62912876.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555


 

 

14• Palau Vase – I love the texture on the Palau vase. The sheen on the finish also give depth in the grooves.  

 

Chelsea House by Shayla Copas Collection 

15• Audrey Vase – The Audrey vase is a great accessory for any space. I love the neutral color but what gives it interest are the accent 

gold bands! 

16• Bauer Side Table – Who doesn’t love a little glam in a side table? The simple silhouette with the geometric interlocking band make 

this table so special!  

17• Copas Tray – The Copas tray is so special because it doesn’t compromise function and design. It blends the two so beautifully and 

the contrast between the white gloss and gold give it a chic vibe! 

18• Sarah Ginger Jar – I think the design of the Sarah Ginger jar is so special because of the tone on tone pattern on the jar. Little 

touches like this can help elevate a simple silhouette!  

19• Miriam Table Lamp – I love the Miriam table lamp because of the choice of material used. You get a little bit of everything! I love 

how the geometric interlocking pattern at the base is translated with the finial! 

 

Crystorama 

20• Hillcrest Chandelier – I absolutely love the Hillcrest chandelier. The mix of materials make this special with the opal glass panel 

helping diffuse the light evenly. The sheer openness of the overall design not only catches your eye but also brightens up any space.  

21• Hillcrest Sconce – I love the symmetrical design of the Hillcrest sconce! It gives off the perfect amount of ambient lighting!  

 

Eastern Accents 

22• Baldwin Curtain Panel – An easy way to elevate your design is the use of trim tape! I love the Baldwin curtain panels because the 

simplicity of the white linen but finishing it with the green trellis trim tape at the edge! It will frame out the windows in your space 

beautifully!  

 

https://www.chelseahouseinc.com/?_ga=2.62912876.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555
https://www.crystorama.com/?_ga=2.124105290.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555
https://www.easternaccents.com/?_ga=2.124105290.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555


 

 

Fairfield Furniture 

23• Briarcroft Dining Chair – The silhouette of the Briarcroft dining chair is a blend of traditional and modernism. The chair is 

approachable, easy to mix in with many styles and adds a dash of subtle chic to any space.  

24• Cartwright Ottoman – The modern silhouette of the Cartwright ottoman will easily add flair to your space. The brushed brass finish 

compliments any other material whether it is wood, metal or stone. The small profile also allows it to be perfect for any space. You can 

upholster it in a solid or pattern fabric and even leather; your options are endless when it comes to the upholstery!  

25• Edgemere Cocktail Ottoman – The Edgemere cocktail ottoman is a sophisticated ottoman that is not only functional but also easy on 

the eyes! The brass ferrules give contrast to the wood tones, and the bottom shelf allows you to style with your favorite books and 

accessories! 

26• Ginny Occasional Chair – The Ginny occasional chair has a true sense of understanding proportion and scale without comprising the 

design! The design elements in the chair are sculptural but also inviting! 

27• Jessup Console Table and Counter Stool – Are you looking for a dynamic duo that marries functionality and great design? The 

pairing of the Jessup table and counter stool are your perfect pieces. The carrara marble softens the clean lines and polished nickel of the 

frame.  Place these furnishings behind a sofa and you have additional seating that allows you to be a part of any gathering!  

28• Laurel Bench – The Laurel bench has a simple silhouette but what makes this special are the brass legs holding the full upholstered 

bench seat. The brass clips are a small but impactful design detail that add interest and depth.  

29• Millstone Console Table – The Millstone console table is a stunning and eye catching piece! Your eye immediately goes to the 

symmetrical curved base. The dark bronze metal finish and Calcutta gold marble go hand in hand so seamlessly adding so much interest to 

your home.  

30• Peconic Cocktail Ottoman – This square cocktail table will help ground any living space. I love the juxtaposition of the clean 

mitered corners with the curvature in the base. The sheer dove finish can transition into any design whether it is modern or traditional! 

31• Redfield End Table – The Redfield end table is the perfect size for any setting. I love the practicality of it and you can place it in 

between lounge chairs, next to a chaise or wherever! I love the black marble with white veining, which helps it feel not so flat! 

32• Remy Sofa – What I love the most about the Remy sofa is the mix of a traditional form with a modern twist! The sloped arm with 

the metal legs give it that exact feeling. Using this sofa in your space will make it look and feel sophisticated but also livable! 

 

https://www.fairfieldchair.com/?_ga=2.158317306.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555


 

 

Four Hands  

33• Rose Chaise – This chaise is a fresh and modern twist on Baroque. The angular back and vertical channeling compliments and 

softens the brown oak finish of the cone-tapered legs adding a mid-century inspired style! 

 

Howard Elliot  

34• Mirrored Wall Clock – I love this mirrored wall clock! We’re all used to seeing round wall clocks, but the design of this clock is a 

perfect statement piece. It is attractive and the textured framing gives it more interest and depth.  

 

Bernhardt Furniture Company 

35• Mosaic Sideboard – This sideboard’s size and scale makes it fully functional for any need. The warm graphite leaf finish with dark 

taupe interior adds a masculine touch to the overall design, and the inlaid square detailing on the door fronts adds another level of geometry 

to the piece.   

KAS Rugs  

36• Modscape Rug in Gold and Cream – The Modscape rug is absolutely stunning and made very well! The hand of the rug is so soft 

and it brings such an impact to your spaces. I love the geometric diamond pattern and the split colors within it gives you a chance to go in 

so many directions.  

 

Kravet 

37• Majestic Rose Velvet – Who doesn’t love rich colored velvet? I love this velvet from Kravet because of the softness of the hand and 

deep rich color. It is luxurious and absolutely stunning when it is made up.  

38• Undulating Border Trim – This undulating border trim is so special and the various threads in the design really catch your eye. The 

color choices are exquisite and will elevate any application this is used for.  

 

 

https://fourhands.com/?_ga=2.158317306.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555&_ga=2.158317306.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555
https://www.howardelliott.com/?_ga=2.169726689.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555
https://bernhardt.com/?_ga=2.169726689.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555
https://www.kasrugs.com/?_ga=2.166696702.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555
https://www.kravet.com/?_ga=2.66565486.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555


 

 

Lux-Art Silks 

39• Fiddle Fig – I like this fiddle fig because of the height and balance of leaves throughout the plant. It gives a great amount of greenery 

to any empty space, and it comes with this sleek white planter which is so easy to match with any home aesthetic.  

40• Triple Phalaenopsis in White Ball Vase – I love incorporating greenery into all my spaces I design and this silk orchid is one of my 

favorites! I love the multiple stems and the fullness of the flowers. What helps ground the cascading orchids is the beautiful surface 

textured white vase it’s in! 

 

Moore & Giles 

41• Absolute Ocean Blue Leather – The color of this leather is absolutely rich and what I love about this leather are the natural creases it 

forms.  

42• Riccio Stormy Taupe Pearl Suede – The colors used within this suede has so much contrast and I love the iridescent feel/look of it. 

 

Palecek 

43• Antilles Porcelain Vase Series – I love the Antilles porcelain vase series because of the multiple sizes the pieces come in. I think 

these pieces are special because of the ridges and the shadows in between each ridge!  

44• Keller Fossilized Coral Décor – I like the Keller fossilized coral décor is a great statement to have. It adds texture and depth to any 

surface and the stand makes it easier to see and really showcases it! 

45• Myknos Glass Vase – The Mykonos glass vase is special because of the effects of the finishes. I love how majority of the vase looks 

like its cast in a frosted finish! 

 

Paragon Art 

46• Feather Series – What I love about the feather series from Paragon is the detail you see in the photographs. You truly are able to get 

close and personal and see every groove and texture. The black and white give the entire piece a modern feel with the traditional silver 

frame.  

http://luxartsilks.com/?_ga=2.162394876.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555
https://www.mooreandgiles.com/?_ga=2.171889376.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555
http://www.palecek.com/?_ga=2.267383374.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555
https://www.paragonpg.com/?_ga=2.267383374.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555


 

 

47• Winding Down Series – The winding down series is a great series of art that is suitable for any style of design. What I love about 

this series is that is gives you the opportunity to see a different view of stairs that you may not pay attention to on a day-to-day basis! The 

black and white gives great contrast and framed beautifully in a black finish! 

 

Phillip Jeffries 

48• Flight Wallpaper Emerald – The flight wallpaper from Phillip Jeffries has to be one of my favorite wallpapers! The design and 

craftsmanship that goes into this is absolutely stunning and breathtaking. What I love about this wallpaper is the play of scale between the 

smoke like effects and birds. The placement is so organic and the multiple tones/shades add so much depth!  

 

Regina Andrew 

49• Charlotte Uplight – This small profile uplight from Regina Andrew gives off good light with multiple bulbs and the negative space 

within the floral details cast a cool shadow. I also love the mixed materials of the alabaster, glass and brass!  

 

Sherwin Williams 

50• Repose Gray – I love this gray paint color because it is a nice warm gray with some neutral undertones! 

51• Rose Colored – I love this pink paint color because it is not so saturated and will make the space feel light and airy!  

 

Tempaper  

52• Brassbelly – Another way to add interest without being totally committed is using temporary wallpaper! This peel and stick 

wallpaper from Tempaper is so special because the design looks gives it a 3d sense. It adds so much texture and depth and no one would 

even know its wallpaper!  

 

 

 

https://www.phillipjeffries.com/?_ga=2.267383374.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555
https://www.reginaandrew.com/?_ga=2.165476351.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555
http://www.mys-w.com/?_ga=2.267794766.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555
http://www.tempaper.com/?_ga=2.170251872.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555


 

 

Visual Comfort 

53• 30” Cabinet Makers Picture Light – The classic picture light gets a transitional feel with the cabinet makers picture light. I love the 

double back plate with the beveled corners! 

 

Worlds Away 

54• Mayfair Green Leather Magazine Rack – I love the Mayfair magazine rack because can be for two purposes; to hold magazines, a 

small accent side table or both! I also love the durability of the leather.  

55• Edmund Book Ends – The Edmund bookends are a great accessory to have in your home. I love how you can use them as bookends, 

but also can you have them flush together for a sculptural accessory.  

56• Julian Tray – I think it’s always great to have a tray that it simple but also has a surprising element. The Julian tray is a great size, 

but the Greek key legs make it stand out from others! 

57• Kai Sculpture – The Kai sculpture is special because it is so abstract but you’re still able to make out what it is. The gold leaf pops 

against the white stone and the head can almost appear as if it is floating.  

 

Please visit Libby Langdon Interiors for more information and product options. 

@libbylangdon 

 

 

http://www.visualcomfort.com/?_ga=2.267794766.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555
http://www.worlds-away.com/?_ga=2.69729872.155826048.1589196818-979477933.1588690555
http://www.libbylangdon.com/
https://www.instagram.com/libbylangdon/
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